Hydraulic Operated Ball Valve

ROV Tools

**DESCRIPTION**

Hydraulically Operated Ball Valve mounted on ROV friendly 316 SS plate easily accommodated onto ROV, tooling skid or tooling assembly.

**FEATURES**

- 316 Stainless steel plate
- Available as single, dual and quad assemblies as standard
- Bespoke options available
- Wide range of valve sizes
- 10000psi valve
Hydraulic Operated Ball Valve

ROV Tools

SPECIFICATIONS

- Ball valve pressure rating 10000psi
- Hydraulic cylinder max pressure rating 3000psi
- Can be used for many ROV tooling operations
- Depressurisation valve on separate circuits
- Control of pressures on isolated circuits
- Shut off valve on separate circuits
- High pressure dump valve

PART NUMBERS & OPTIONS

SRTS-21

Hydraulically operated ball valve

- Available as single, dual, quad ball valves on single plate
- Custom designed plates and configurations made to order
- Available in a variety of porting options

WHAT’S IN THE BOX

- Hydraulically Operated Ball Valve
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The specification details are illustrative for marketing purposes only. Actual equipment may be different as a result of product improvement or other reasons. Specific interface and performance information should be reconfirmed at time of order placement.